
38. Allen{Cahn or bistable equationThe Fisher equation (! ref ), with reaction term f(u) = u(1�u), admits a stable equilibrium stateu = 1 and an unstable equilibrium state u = 0. Regions with u � 1 grow at the expense of regionswith u � 0, and the result is a traveling wave.The Allen{Cahn or bistable equation (also known as the the Chafee{Infante equation) is the anal-ogous reaction-di�usion PDE with f(u) = u(1� u)(1 + u). In one space dimension,ut = uxx + u� u3: (1)Now there are three equilibria: u = 1, u = �1, and u = 0. By checking the sign of u�u3 in variousintervals we see quickly that u = 0 is an unstable equilibrium, whereas u = 1 and u = �1 are stable.This introduces fundamentally new behaviour. For solutions with u � 0, the state u = �1 is notrelevant and there will be traveling waves as before, but if we allow u to approach both values 1and �1, then we get a rather interesting competition between equal and opposite stable states.
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Fig. 1: Metastable fronts (schematic)
Suppose, for example, that initial data are givenas in Figure 1, with periodic or Neumann bound-ary conditions. If the space scale is small, the in-terfaces will quickly di�use away, and, typically,the solution will converge to 1 or �1 everywhere.If the space scale is large, however, the interfacesmay remain approximately unchanged for a verylong time. In fact, features of width L persist fortime scales on the order of eL, a �gure that be-comes eL=" if uxx is replaced in (1) by "2uxx. Onlyover these exponentially long times do the inter-faces between regions slowly move. This is thephenomenon known as metastability.By symmetry, there must be special cases of initial conditions for which the wave fronts moveneither left nor right. In particular, there exist periodic waveforms that are steady states of (1) forall t, which can be studied by phase plane analysis as described for the Fisher equation. However,these solutions are unstable (over exponentially long time scales) to small perturbations.Figure 2 shows an example. At t = 0 we have two wells with u � �1. The �rst is absorbed att � 500, but for the second, which is slightly wider, the absorption time is delayed past t = 1200.Doubling the width of the well would increase the time into the millions. Careful analyses of e�ectslike these have been published based on geometrical ideas such as fast and slow manifolds andenergy surfaces that are exponentially close to at at locations far from the global minimum.In physical applications with small di�usion constants, the slow time scale for the motion of patternscan have signi�cant consequences. Allen and Cahn investigated (1) in connection with the motionof boundaries between phases in alloys. In this and other problems of physics, chemistry, andbiology, the Allen{Cahn equation serves as a warning that states that appear to be steady may be,mathematically speaking, merely very long transients. Conversely, the mathematical steady stateof a partial di�erential equation may not always represent what is physically important.28 February 2001: Lloyd N. Trefethen

exponentially long transients and metastability
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Fig. 2: Computed exampleIn multiple space dimensions, the Allen{Cahn equation becomesut = �u+ u� u3: (2)The same stable and unstable equilibria are present as before, but further dynamical possibilitiesarise because the fronts separating them may be curved. A front moves locally at a speed pro-portional to its mean curvature, generating complex patterns (! ref ). Metastability of the 1Dproblem corresponds to the special case of a multidimensional problem with zero front curvature,so that the velocity, to leading order in an asymptotic expansion (in fact to all orders), is zero.ReferencesS. M. Allen and J. W. Cahn, A microscopic theory for antiphase boundary motion and its application to an-tiphase domain coarsening, Acta Met., 27 (1979), 1085{1095.L. Bronsard and R. V. Kohn, On the slowness of phase-boundary motion in one space dimension, Comm. PureAppl. Math., 43 (1990), 983{997.L. Bronsard and R. V. Kohn, Motion by mean curvature as the singular limit of Ginzburg{Landau dynamics, J.Di�. Eqs., 90 (1991), 211{237.J. Carr and R. Pego, Metastable patterns in solutions of ut = "2uxx� f(u), Comm. Pure Appl. Math., 42 (1989),523{576.N. Chafee and E. F. Infante, A bifurcation problem for a nonlinear partial di�erential equation of parabolic type,Applic. Anal., 4 (1974/75), 17{37.G. Fusco and J. K. Hale, Slow motion manifolds, dormant instability and singular perturbations, J. Dyn. Di�. Eq.,1 (1989), 75{94. c1999


